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TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

 
Vapor Recovery Nozzle Warranty Determination 

 

Husky Corporation has traditionally used nozzle serial numbers to determine the 

warranty period on both balanced and vac-assist vapor recovery nozzles.  Beginning 

March 2008 Husky vapor nozzles will no longer be produced with serial number plates 

on the bottom of the hand guards.  A nozzles warranty period will be determined based 

on a calculation using the “remove after date” laser marked on the aluminum data disc 

affixed to the nozzle body.  This disc is found on the left side of the nozzle body under 

the hand warmer. 
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The remove after date is a five year post date from the date of manufacture. To determine 

if a vapor nozzle is still within its 15 month warranty period subtract 4 years from the 

remove after date and add 3 months.  Example:  To determine if a nozzle with a “remove 

after date” of 01/2013 is still in warranty subtract four years from 01/2013 and you arrive 

at 01/2009.  Add 3 months to 01/2009 and you arrive at 04/2009 which is the final month 

of warranty for the nozzle.  The chart below shows warranty expiration dates for nozzles 

with “remove after dates” of January thru December of 2013.  

 

Remove after 
date on vapor 
nozzle 

Warranty 
expiration date 
for vapor nozzle 

01/2013 04/2009 

02/2013 05/2009 

03/2013 06/2009 

04/2013 07/2009 

05/2013 08/2009 

06/2013 09/2009 

07/2013 10/2009 

08/2013 11/2009 

09/2013 12/2009 

10/2013 01/2010 

11/2013 02/2010 

12/2013 03/2010 

 

Using the “remove after date” to determine warranty eligibility will simplify the 

verification process for warehouse personnel who are charged with return goods 

activities.  There is no need to access the Husky website to look up serial numbers.  

Warranty determinations can be made simply by reviewing the nozzles data tag and 

following the method above to determine if a nozzle is or is not in warranty.  Please note 

that a unique seven digit serial number is provided on the data disc for individual nozzle 

identification as well as a six digit lot number to identify which production lot the nozzle 

was produced in.  

 

For further information or questions about this change of warranty determination please 

contact Joe Laschke Husky Technical Service Representative at jlaschke@husky.com or 

our customer service department at 800-325-3558 


